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Abstract
We propose a model of political careers and electoral accountability,
in an environment in which politicians may take bribes at different stages
of their careers, and in which politicians actions are only imperfectly observed by voters. Our model throws light on relatively unexplored dynamic effects of corruption on politician selection. In particular, we show
that the expectation of promotion to higher office may motivate some
politicians to behave worse at the latest stages of their careers, thus setting off a trade-off between providing incentives for good behavior at lower
office and selecting better politicians for higher office. We also show that
the optimal design of rewards for higher office has a simple bang-bang
structure—optimal rewards focus either on stamping corruption at lower
office, or on improving selection at the higher office. If rewards are set
optimally, a more intense competition for higher office benefits voters, but
better quality of information about bribe-taking does not unambiguously
benefit voters.
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Introduction

The possibility of bribe-taking and other forms of direct personal gain
by presidents, prime ministers, and other authorities at top government
positions poses grave difficulties for democratic governance. While bribetaking by high ranking politicians is not unheard of in well-established,
affluent democracies, it is bound to be a more pressing problem in newly
established democracies for a variety of reasons, including poorly informed electorates, acquiescent or intimidated media, and the lack of
well-established political parties and other institutions pre-selecting candidates. The problem is compounded when governments deal with large
firms about potentially very lucrative contracts, like large infrastructure
projects or mining concessions, creating the opportunity and the incentive
for side-payments.
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The literature on corruption makes a distinction between “grand” and
“petty” corruption, the former involving large sums of money paid to
to powerful politicians in exchange for government contracts, privatized
firms, concessions, favorable legislation, or beneficial regulation, while the
latter involves day-to-day bribes to escape police tickets, evade taxes,
access government services, etc. (Rose-Ackerman and Palifka, 2016, p.
11).
We propose a model to study the implications of corruption of top
elected officials for the working of democratic accountability. In the model,
a number of lower rank officials are offered bribes with some probability,
in exchange for adopting policies that are not optimal for voters. Voters
observe nosily those policies, and elect one of the lower rank officials to
a higher rank policy position. After promotion, the higher rank politician is offered again bribes with some probability, with the magnitude of
the bribes being related to the responsibilities of the office. Politicians
are motivated to reject bribes by a sense of duty or warm-glow feeling of
adopting good policies, but they differ in the intensity of their motivation. Thus, voters attempt to promote the politician who is most likely
to be duty-bound. Since politicians understand this, the perspective of
promotion acts as an additional incentive to reject bribes at the lower
rank.
The equilibrium of the model has a simple cutoff structure. The
marginal type of politician who rejects bribes at the lower rank is the type
for whom the present net loss of rejecting the bribe (that is, the monetary value of the bribe, minus the value of adopting a good policy for the
politician, including the warm glow feeling) is equal to the future expected
net gain caused by an increase in the probability of promotion. That is,
because of the added incentive of promotion, the marginal politician who
rejects bribes at the lower rank is someone who would take bribes if offered
at the higher rank. Thus, the expected net gain of promotion is equal to
the gains associated with office perks and likely bribes, minus the policy
losses associated to the fact that the promotion of the marginal politician
reduces the probability that good policies will be adopted. Though the
expected net gain of promotion is not monotonic in type, the equilibrium
is unique.
Some of the comparative statics results are fairly intuitive. Increases
in the office perks associated to the higher office and the importance of
higher office lead to reductions in bribery at the lower rank at the expense
of increases in bribery at the higher rank, due to worse selection. The
effects of increases in the quality of information available to voters are
more complicated. Better information reduces bribery at the lower rank,
since it increases the impact of adopting good policies on the probability
of promotion, but it has effects with opposite directions on bribery at the
higher rank. On the one hand, it reduces the probability of promoting
politicians who take bribes at the lower rank. On the other, it increases the
probability of promoting politicians who do not take bribes at the lower
rank but do so at the higher rank. Either effect can dominate. Finally,
increases in the number of lower rank politicians (which is a proxy for the
intensity political competition), under fairly general conditions, increase
bribery at the lower rank but reduce it at the upper rank.
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We then turn to the question of the optimal reward for the higher
rank politician. Since electoral incentives reduce bribery at the lower
rank at the expense of increasing it at the higher rank, we could expect
the optimal reward to decrease smoothly with the importance of the higher
rank policy decisions. In fact, optimal office rewards have a simple bangbang structure: for low levels of the importance of higher office, optimal
rewards are set so as to stamp bribery out completely at the lower rank. At
a certain critical value of the importance of higher office, optimal rewards
fall discontinuously to zero. The reason for the bang-bang structure of
optimal rewards is that the probability of selecting politicians who do not
take bribes is convex in the cutoff employed by politicians—a simple and
yet unexpected consequence of Bayes law in the context of the model.
Finally, we consider the effects of changes in the parameters of the
model on the welfare of voters when rewards are set optimally. We show
that increases in the intensity of political competition cannot hurt and
possibly helps voters. Intuitively, any negative effect of political competition via reduced electoral incentives can be compensated if necessary by
higher rewards to office. An equivalent, positive result about the quality of public information is not possible—even if rewards for politicians
are set optimally, voters can be hurt by improvements in the quality of
information. Negative effects of information quality via increased electoral incentives cannot be necessarily compensated by lower rewards to
office because those may be already set equal to zero at a corner solution. This highlights an essential distortion introduced by bribery of top
officials: “bad” politicians are perversely motivated for promotion by the
expectation of future bribes.
As pointed out by Rose-Ackerman and Palifka (2016, p.12), “Many
heads of state (presidents, prime ministers, etc.) have stolen government
funds throughout history. [. . . ] In somewhat more institutionalized settings, the head of state may derive illicit gains by playing a direct role in
public procurement or in the approval of foreign direct investments (FDI)
projects by, for example, charging a ‘consulting fee’ for every contract
approved.” The environment depicted by our model corresponds to that
“institutionalized setting” in which open kleptocracy is no longer feasible,
but exploitation of office for private benefit is.
Peru’s recent political history offers a stark contrast between both
types of corruption. Under the nearly autocratic administration of President Fujimori, government officials used embezzled money or money extorted from drug dealing, to bribe media owners, judges, opposition politicians, etc. to secure the regime longevity (see e.g. Mcmillan and Zoido,
2004). Under the subsequent democratic administrations, bribes have
flowed instead from large companies, like Odebrecht S.A., to government
officials, who had no longer ready access to other forms of enrichment.
The Odebrecht scandal offers an unusual window into bribery of top
officials in democratic administrations. The plea agreement of the Brazilian construction company Odebrecht S.A. with the US Department of
Justice, filed in 2016, provides details about US 718 million in bribes in
ten Latin American and two African countries, paid to office holders at
different levels, like federal legislators, state-level officials, and top executives at publicly owned enterprises, involved in procurement of new major
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infrastructure projects or renegotiation of terms of contract.1 Subsequent
investigations have identified, among the recipients, former heads of state
and cabinet members, regional authorities, mayors, etc. (see e.g. ICIJ,
2019). Campos et al. (2019) consider Odebrecht S.A. as an “innovator in
bribing,” which through a variety of accounting and banking procedures
was able to reduce the cost of paying and hiding bribes.
Grand corruption has been an object of attention for a large literature,
including the aforementioned comprehensive work by Rose-Ackerman and
Palifka (2016) and the recent collected volume by Basu and Cordella
(2018). A focus of attention has been the measurement of corruption;
see e.g. the survey by Ogden and Pande (2012). Of note, Ferraz and
Finan (2008, 2011) and Chong et al. (2015) study empirically the effect
of better public information about corruption on electoral accountability.
We contribute to this literature by offering a formal model of the impact
of corruption on accountability and political careers.
Our work is linked to the formal literature on accountability, including
Austen-Smith and Banks (1989), Banks and Sundaram (1993), Fearon
(1999), Persson and Tabellini (2000), Besley (2006), Ashworth (2005,
2012), Acemoglu et al. (2013), Ashworth et al. (2017), and Duggan and
Martinelli (2020); see the surveys by Ashworth (2012) and Duggan and
Martinelli (2017). We deviate from this literature by contemplating a
contest between lower rank politicians rather than an election between an
incumbent and an (unknown) challenger, and by considering a setting in
which actions are discrete (taking or not a bribe) but there is a continuum
of types, rather than the reverse. This allows us to sidestep the technical
difficulties associated with mixed strategies in a non-convex setting, as
discussed by Duggan and Martinelli (2020). This is not merely a technical concern; our analysis in terms of the marginal politician would not be
possible without an explicit consideration of a continuum of types.
Our work is also related to research on politician selection and political
careers, including among others Caselli and Morelli (2004), Besley (2005),
Mattozzi and Merlo (2008), and Galasso and Nannicini (2011). This literature puts emphasis on selecting for ability or “valence.” Instead, our
model puts emphasis in the trade-trade-off between selection at higher
office positions and good incentives al lower office. Although for clarity
we present our model of politician selection as a two-period framework,
it could be reinterpreted, like other models of careers, as an infinite horizon framework in which in every period there is a cohort of lower rank
politicians and a higher rank politician belonging to a previous cohort.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
describe the model of careers and corruption. In section 3, we describe
our signaling game and equilibrium notion. In section 4, we present existence and uniqueness results. We discuss comparative statics in section
5. In section 6, we characterize the optimal reward for politicians. In
section 7, we describe how optimal earnings and equilibrium behavior of
politicians react to changes in information or the degree of competition.
We offer concluding remarks in section 8. Formal proofs are collected in
the appendix.
1 United

States vs Odebrecht, S.A., December 15, 2016, US District Court, E.D.N.Y.
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2

A model of careers and corruption

We consider a two-period model of political careers. In the first period,
there are n politicians occupying lower rank positions, i = 1, . . . , n. Each
of these politicians makes a policy decision xi1 ∈ {0, 1}. Politicians’ decisions are not directly observable by voters, who instead observe for each
politician i a noisy signal si ∈ {0, 1} satisfying Pr(si = 1|xi1 = 1) = 1 and
Pr(si = 1|xi1 = 0) = 1 − q ∈ (0, 1). That is, si = 0 is conclusive evidence
that the policy decision was xi1 = 0, and signals are independent of each
other. We can think of q as the probability with which the policy decision
0 is detected by voters. After observing their signals, voters decide whom
of the politicians to advance to a (single) higher rank position. If politician i is advanced to the higher rank, the politician makes a second-period
policy decision, x2 ∈ {0, 1}, and time is over.
Payoffs of voters depend on policy decisions, and are given by
P
(1 − δ) n1 i xi1 + δx2 ,
where δ ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter reflecting the importance of the higher rank
position. We can think of the n politicians in the lower rank as located
in districts with different voters, so that the expression above represent
the average voter welfare. In this interpretation, all voters are equally
affected by the higher rank policy decisions.
If politician i enacts the policy 1 in period 1 (respectively, in period 2),
the politician experiences a ‘warm glow’ satisfaction of having done the
right thing equal to (1 − δ)θi (respectively, δθi ), where θi is distributed
uniformly on the interval [0, 1] and is observed privately by the politician
at the beginning of period 1. We refer to θi as the politician’s type. Before
making a policy decision in period t = 1, 2, a politician receives privately
a bribe offer with probability λ ∈ (0, 1). If a politician is offered a bribe
in period 1 (respectively, in period 2), the politician obtains a monetary
payment of (1 − δ)B (respectively, δB) if the politician enacts the policy
1, and a payment of 0 otherwise, where B > 0. Probabilities of receiving
a bribe offer are independent across periods and across politicians. If a
politician is elected for the higher rank, the politician obtains a rent of
δR > 0 regardless of type. Finally, the politician payoff depends as well on
her policy decision in the lower rank, and from whatever decision is taken
in the higher rank. In the multi-district interpretation, the politician lives
in her own district.
Summarizing, the payoff of politician i is given by
(1 − δ)(xi1 + (1 − xi1 )bi1 B + xi1 θi )
+ δ (x2 + φi (R + (1 − x2 )b2 B + x2 θi )) ,
where bi1 = 1 if the politician is offered a bribe in period 1 and zero
otherwise, φi = 1 if the politician is promoted and zero otherwise, and
b2 = 1 if the politician is offered a bribe in period 2 and zero otherwise.
The first and second line in the expression above are, respectively, the first
and second period payoff of politician i. Note that politicians are citizens
as well, and bribes and rewards are obtained in addition to the policy
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Figure 1: Political careers and corruption
payoff. Note also that we assume that potential bribes and warm-glow
feelings scale up with the importance of the position.
Figure 1 summarizes the model. Politicians’ types as well as bribe
opportunities are exogenously determined at the beginning of the first
period. Politicians then undertake first period policy decisions, and public
signals are released to voters. Voters decide whom among the politicians
to promote. Bribe opportunity for the election winner is exogenously
determined at the beginning of the second period. The election winner
then undertake the second period policy decision, and payoffs are realized.
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Signaling equilibrium

Next, we define strategies, beliefs, and equilibrium for the extensive game
of incomplete information played by politicians and voters. The information set available to politician i before making a policy choice2 in period
1 is characterized by the politician’s own type and bribe opportunity
(θi , bi1 ) ∈ [0, 1] × {0, 1} ≡ I1 .
If politician i is promoted, the information set available before making
a policy choice in period 2 is characterized the politician type, bribe opportunity, and policy choice in the first period, the public signal about
the politician, the vector of public signals for other politicians, and the
bribe opportunity in the second period, that is (θi , bi1 , xi1 , si , (sj )j6=i , b2 ) ∈
[0, 1] × {0, 1}n+3 ≡ I2 .
A (behavioral) strategy for politician i is a pair of mappings σi =
(σi1 , σi2 ),
σi1 : I1 → [0, 1]

and

σi2 : I2 → [0, 1]

specifying a probability of adopting the policy decision 1 as a function of
the information held by the politician in period 1 and in period 2.3
We treat voters as a unitary player. A strategy for voters is a mapping
ν : {0, 1}n → 4n−1 ∈ <n
2 That

is, the set of histories that are indistinguishable for the politician.
customary, we assume that strategies are measurable functions. In what follows, we
treat strategies for politicians that differ on a set of types of measure zero as identical.
3 As
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from the set of possible vectors of public signals to the n − 1-dimensional
simplex, where ν(s1 , . . . , sn ) = (νi (s1 , . . . , sn )) specifies for every vector
of public signals the probability νi (s1 , . . . , sn ) that i will be promoted
for i = 1, . . . , n. A belief system for voters is an n-tuple of mappings
β = (β1 , . . . , βn ),
βi : {0, 1} → F,
where F is the family of distribution functions with support [0, 1], and
βi (si ) specifies a distribution function over the set of types for politician
i.45
A (perfect Bayesian) equilibrium is a profile of strategies for politicians
(σi ), a strategy for voters ν, and a belief system for voters β such that
(i) The voters’ strategy ν is optimal given voters’ beliefs β,
(ii) Voters’ beliefs β are consistent with politicians’ strategies; i.e. for
each politician i, βi is derived from prior beliefs and the politician i’s
strategy using Bayes’ rule for every signal with positive probability
given the politician’s strategy, and
(iii) Politicians’ strategies (σi ) are optimal given other politicians’ strategies and the voters’ strategy.
Under our payoff assumptions, a promoted politician will adopt policy
decision 1 if and only if either not being offered a bribe, or if offered a
bribe, but having a “warm-glow” reward strong enough to induce her to
relinquish the bribe, that is if θi + 1 > B. We assume throughout that
1 < B < 2.

(A1)

This condition guarantees that politicians with low enough types adopt
bad policies in the second period if offered a bribe, while politicians with
high enough types do not.
Under assumption A1, in equilibrium, voters will promote the politician whom they believe is more likely to have a type above B − 1. That
is, for every profile of public signals s1 , . . . , sn , voters will promote i only
if βi (si )[B − 1] ≤ minj6=i βj (sj )[B − 1]. The following condition on equilibrium requires voters to interpret a good signal about a politician as
favorable evidence regarding the politician’s type. We say that an equilibrium is a signaling equilibrium if, in addition to (i)–(iii), the following
condition holds:6
(iv)

βi (0)[B − 1] > βi (1)[B − 1] for i = 1, . . . , n.

4 That

is, βi (si )[z] : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a weakly increasing, right-continuous function satisfying
βi (si )[0] = 0 and βi (si )[1] = 1.
5 For simplicity, we assume that beliefs about politicians depend only on their own signals
and not on other politicians’ signals. Given the requirement of consistency (see below), this
only matters for profiles of signals that have zero probability in equilibrium. (This is the
‘no-signaling-what-you-don’t-know’ condition on beliefs of Fudenberg and Tirole (1991).)
6 Non signaling equilibria are possible. For instance, if politicians care enough about the
next period payoff, there is a perverse “counter-signaling” equilibrium in which all politicians
adopt bad policies in the first period and voters, who are indifferent, reward politicians with
bad public signals. That equilibrium violates condition (iv).
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We say that a strategy for voters is neutral if for all signal profiles
(s1 , . . . , sn ),
βi (si )[B − 1] = βj (sj )[B − 1]

implies

νi (s1 , . . . , sn ) = νj (s1 , . . . , sn ).

We say that a signaling equilibrium is neutral if voters play a neutral
strategy and if si = 0 has zero probability for all i, then βi (0)[B − 1] =
βj (0)[B − 1] for all i, j.7 As it turns out, equilibria satisfying this equaltreatment property have a very simple structure.
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Equilibrium analysis

We say that a strategy σi for politician i is a cutoff strategy if there is
some θi ∈ [0, B − 1) such that

0 if θi < θi and bi1 = 1
,
σi1 (θi , bi1 ) =
1 if θi ≥ θi or bi1 = 0
and

σi2 =

0
1

if θi < B − 1 and b2 = 1
.
if θi ≥ B − 1 or b2 = 0

Focusing on cutoff strategies for politicians is without loss of generality:8
Lemma 1. In every signaling equilibrium, politicians play cutoff strategies.
(See the proof for this and other results in the appendix.)
We say that a strategy profile (σi ) for politicians is symmetric if σj1 =
σk1 for all j, k = 1, . . . , n.
We refer to the following strategy for voters as the monotonic strategy:

 1/| {j : sj = 1} | if si = 1
1/n
if sj = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , n .
νi (s1 , . . . , sn ) =

0
otherwise
We have:
Lemma 2. In every neutral signaling equilibrium, politicians play a symmetric cutoff strategy profile, and voters play the monotonic strategy.
Lemma 2 simplifies the search for an equilibrium. In particular, let
U (θ, θ)

=

−(1 − δ) (B − 1 − θ)


1 − (λqθ)n−1
+δq
× [R + (1 − λ)θ + λB]
n(1 − λqθ)



1 − (λqθ)n−1
λ(2 − B)
n−1
−δq
−
(λqθ)n−1
. (1)
n
n(1 − λqθ)
1 − λqθ

7 This restriction on (extreme) out-of-equilibrium beliefs allows us to describe equilibrium
compactly when all politicians adopt good policies with probability one (see footnote 12).
8 See footnote 3.
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As shown in the appendix, U (θ, θ) is the expected payoff gain for a
politician of adopting the good policy instead of the bad policy in period
1 when the politician’s type is θ ∈ [0, B − 1], every other politician is
playing a cutoff strategy with cutoff θ ∈ [0, B − 1], and voters play the
monotonic strategy.
The first line in the right-hand side of equation 1 is the first period
payoff difference between implementing the good policy, and enjoying the
policy payoff 1 and the warm-glow satisfaction θ, or collecting the bribe
B. The second and the third line in the right-hand side of equation 1
represent the anticipated second period net payoff gain of implementing
the good rather than the bad policy in period 1. The parameter q at
the beginning of the second and third line conveys the increase in the
probability of getting a good signal by implementing a good rather than a
bad policy, which is the link connecting decisions in the first period with
second period payoffs.
The term in parenthesis in the second line is the increase in the probability of promotion in case of a good rather than a bad signal, that is
pg (θ) − pb (θ), where
!
n−1
X 1
ω
n−1−ω
1 − (λqθ)n
n−1
pg (θ) =
λqθ
1 − λqθ
=
n
−
ω
ω
n(1 − λqθ)
ω=0
and

1
(λqθ)n−1
n
are obtained from voters’ monotonic strategy and (other) politicians’ cutoff strategy, as detailed in the appendix.
The term in square brackets in the second line represents the nonpolicy related gain of promotion, that is receiving the office rent R plus
the warm glow satisfaction with probability 1 − λ and the bribe with
probability λ.
The term in parenthesis in the third line is equal to the increase in the
probability of promotion in case of a good rather than a bad signal against
a rival or rivals with good signals. The term in square brackets in the third
line represents the expected loss in policy payoff in case of promotion
against a rival with a good signal. The reason there is a policy-related
loss associated with promotion is that the marginal politician knows that
she will adopt a good policy only if not offered a bribe, while there is
some probability that a rival with a good signal in fact has a type above
B −1. That probability is (2−B)/(1−λqθ), and is obtained from Bayesian
updating. That is, the marginal politician knows that she is worse than
the average politician with a good signal.
The difference between the term in parenthesis in the second and the
third line represents the event in which every other politician has a bad signal, which happens with probability (λqθ)n−1 . In that case, the increase
in the probability of winning the election when having a good rather than
a bad signal is 1 − 1/n = (n − 1)/n. There is no policy-related loss in that
case, since the marginal politician can infer that all the rivals are as bad
as herself.
Note that U (θ, θ) is continuous and strictly increasing in θ, and for
every 0 ≤ θ ≤ B − 1, U (B − 1, θ) > 0. Hence, the politician strategy is
pb (θ) =
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Figure 2: Equilibrium cutoff
optimal given other players’ strategies if and only if it is a cutoff strategy
with cutoff 0 if U (0, θ) ≥ 0 and otherwise with cutoff given by the unique
solution θ̃ ∈ (0, B − 1) to U (θ̃, θ) = 0.
Let
G(θ) ≡ U (θ, θ).
From the preceding argument, there is a neutral signaling equilibrium
with cutoff θ∗ if and only if θ∗ ∈ [0, B − 1) solves
G(θ∗ ) ≥ 0 with equality if θ∗ > 0.

(2)

Note that G(θ) is continuous, with G(B − 1) > 0. Hence, there is at
least one solution to equation 2. Inspecting equation 1, we can readily see
that G is strictly increasing for n = 2, so that in that case equilibrium is
unique. More generally, G may not be increasing over [0, B − 1). Intuitively, as the cutoff used by other politicians increases, obtaining a good
signal is more valuable because of the increased probability of promotion,
but the gain in case of promotion may be lower because good signals from
other politicians become more informative regarding their willingness to
provide good policies. Nonetheless, as shown in the appendix, G(θ) = 0
implies G0 (θ) > 0, so the solution to equation 2 is unique.
We have:
Theorem 1. There is a neutral signaling equilibrium and it is unique. In
equilibrium, politicians play a symmetric cutoff strategy profile with cutoff
θ∗ given by the solution to equation 2.
Figure 2 illustrates the equilibrium construction. The equilibrium cutoff θ∗ is determined when the first period loss due to giving up the bribe
is equal to the expected second period net gain due to the increased probability of promotion after adopting a good policy. The first period loss,
(1 − δ)(B − 1 − θ), is declining linearly with the intensity of warm-glow
feelings for the marginal politician. The second period net gain is subject
to two forces. On the one hand, the probability of promotion is increasing
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Figure 3: Equilibrium partition
in the cutoff adopted by other politicians, in turn increasing the lure of
office earnings and expected bribes (the second line in equation 1). On the
other hand, as the cutoff adopted by other politicians rises, the quality of
a rival with a good signal increases, leading to a policy loss associated to
victory (the third line in equation 1). The second period gain curve is not
necessarily monotonic, but, as shown in the proof of the theorem, it can
only cross the first period loss curve from below.
Ignoring knife-edge cases, equilibrium determines a partition of politician types into those who take bribes in either period, if offered (0 ≤ θ <
θ∗ ), those who do not take bribes in period 1 but take them in period 2,
if offered (θ∗ < θ < B − 1), and those who do not take bribes (θ > B − 1).
The probabilities of bribe-taking and promotion for the different politician
types are illustrated in figure 3.
The equilibrium probabilities of bribery in period 1 and period 2 from
the viewpoint of society can be calculated using the equilibrium partition,
and are, respectively,
Pr(xi1 = 0) = λθ∗ and



2−B
Pr(x2 = 0) = λ 1 − (1 − (λqθ∗ )n )
.
1 − λqθ∗

(3)

In particular, the term in brackets is the probability of promoting a politician who does not take bribes in the second period, and it is equal to the
probability of promoting a politician with a good signal, 1 − (λqθ∗ )n ,
multiplied by the probability that a politician with a good signal does not
take bribes in the second period, (2 − B)/(1 − λqθ∗ ).
Bribery can be more frequent in the first or in the second period, as
illustrated by examples in the next section. In the example calculated9 in
order to draw figure 2, we set n = 5, δ = 0.6, B = 1.3, λ = 0.9, q = 0.9,
and R = 0.3. The equilibrium cutoff is about 0.0685. That is, 6.85% of
politicians take bribes whenever they can, 23.15% of politicians do not
take bribes in the lower rank but intend to take bribes if promoted, and
9 All

computations are performed using Wolfram Mathematica 12.
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Figure 4: Quality of information and bribery
70% of politicians do not take bribes in any circumstance. The probability
of observing bribery is about 6.16% in the first period and about 23.3%
in the second period. Intuitively, there is a better selection of politicians
in the second period, but some politicians takes bribes more aggressively
after promotion, since electoral incentives cease to operate.
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Comparative statics

Some of our comparative statics results are straightforward. If the rents
from higher office, the importance of higher office, or the quality of the
public signals increase, the second period gain curve depicted in figure
2 moves upward, but the first period loss curve remains constant. As a
result, the equilibrium cutoff must decrease. Using equation 3, we obtain
Corollary 1. If θ∗ > 0 in the initial situation, then increases in the office
rent R and in the importance of high office δ reduce bribery in the first
period but increase it in the second period, and an increase in the quality
of the public signal q reduces bribery in the first period.
Other effects of changes in the parameters are more involved. As mentioned above, if the quality of public scrutiny of politicians improve, the
cutoff is reduced. Thus, the frequency of promotion of dissembling politicians (those who adopt good policies in the lower rank but bad policies in
the higher rank if offered a bribe) increases. However, the frequency of promotion of unreformed politicians (those who adopt bad policies whenever
offered a bribe) decreases. Either effect can predominate. We illustrate
the effects of changes in the quality of public information on bribery in
the context of our calculated example in figure 4. We set n = 5, δ = 0.6,
B = 1.3, λ = 0.9, and R = 0.3, and vary q from 0 to 1. In this example, improvements in the quality of information provide incentives for
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Figure 5: Size of bribes and bribery
better behavior at the lower rank, but have a non monotonic effect in the
selection of the politician who gets promoted to the upper rank.
Changes in the size of bribes have different, countervailing effects on
observed bribery in the first period. On the one hand, larger bribes increase the opportunity cost of adopting good policies instead of taking a
bribe. On the other hand, they increase the attractiveness of holding on
the expectation of future bribes, collected in case of promotion to higher
office. If the expectation of future bribes predominate, we have a reinforcing effect on bribery at the higher rank, due to both worse selection
and worse incentives. We have
Corollary 2. If an increase in the size of bribes B reduce bribery in the
first period, then it increases bribery in the second period. Expected bribery
is larger in the second than in the first period if B is close to its minimum
or to its maximum bound.
Figure 5 illustrates the effects of changes in the size of bribes on the
probability of bribery in either period. We set n = 5, δ = 0.2, q = 0.7,
λ = 0.9, and R = 0.3, and vary B − 1 from 0 to 1. As stated in corollary
2, the probability of bribery is larger in the second period than in the
first near the lower and the upper bounds on B − 1, but not necessarily
for intermediate values. When B is close to 1, the cutoff is zero, so there
is no bribery in the first period but there is some in the second period;
per contra, when B is close to 2, almost everyone takes bribes in the
second period, but some will not in the first period because of the allure
of promotion.
Last, we look at changes in the number of competitors n. We can
interpret this parameter as representing the degree of political competition. Intuitively, as the number of competitors increases, the probability
of winning by obtaining a good signal is reduced, which reduces the in-
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Figure 6: Number of lower rank politicians and bribery
centive to adopt good policies in period 1.10 Selection of the higher rank
politician improves, though, so the probability of observing bribes in the
second period declines. We have
Corollary 3. If θ∗ > 0 and 1 − 1/n2 ≥ λq(B − 1) in the initial situation,
then an increase in the number of lower rank officers increases bribery in
the first period, and reduces bribery in the second period.
Figure 6 illustrates the effects of changes in the number of lower rank
politicians on the probability of bribery in either period. We set δ = 0.4,
q = 0.6, B = 1.3, λ = 0.9, and R = 0.3, and vary n from 2 to 9. As
the number of competing lower rank politicians increases, the probability
of bribery in the first period goes from about 12% to 23%, while the
probability of bribery in the second period goes from about 23% to 17%.
As n increases unboundedly, the limits are respectively 0.27% and 0.15%.
The expected welfare of voters can go up or down with the number
of lower rank politicians, depending on the importance of the high rank
office. For instance, in the example in figure 6, the expected welfare of
voters declines with the number of lower rank politicians, going from about
0.84 to about 0.79 if the number of lower rank politicians vying for higher
office goes from 2 to 9.
10 There is a possible countervailing effect. The increase in the probability of winning because
of having a good rather than a bad signal when everyone else has a bad signal is (n − 1)/n,
and increases with n. The qualification in the statement of corollary 3 below makes sure that
the probability that everybody else has a bad signal is small enough for this effect not to
predominate.
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6

Optimal reward

In this section, we study the optimal reward for politicians. That is, taking
other parameters of the model (n, δ, q, B, λ), we characterize the office
reward R that maximizes the expected welfare of voters. In particular,
since the (neutral signaling) equilibrium cutoff is unique (theorem 1), we
can define Θ(R) to be the equilibrium cutoff as a function of R ≥ 0.
Then, using the specification of payoffs in section 2 and the equilibrium
probabilities of bribery, we can write voters’ expected welfare as a function
of R as W (R) ≡ W̃ (Θ(R)), where


2−B
W̃ (θ) ≡ 1 − (1 − δ)λθ − δλ 1 − (1 − (λqθ)n )
.
1 − λqθ
We define the optimal reward R∗ for the higher rank politician as
R∗ = inf arg max W (R).
R≥0

We take the infimum in the definition of optimal reward to convey the
idea that rewards to politicians may have costs that are lexicographically
less important than the potential gains in voter welfare.
Let
F (θ, R)

=

−(1 − δ) (B − 1 − θ)


1 − (λqθ)n−1
× [R + (1 − λ)θ + λB]
+δq
n(1 − λqθ)



1 − (λqθ)n−1
λ(2 − B)
n−1
−δq
−
(λqθ)n−1
. (4)
n(1 − λqθ)
n
1 − λqθ

F represents the net gain from adopting a good policy in period 1 for
a politician with type θ, after being offered a bribe, when every other
politician is using a cutoff θ, and the rewards for office are set at R.
We can show
Lemma 3. Θ(R) is equal to zero if
 


n(1 − δ)
R ≥ R ≡ max (B − 1)
− 2λ , 0 ,
δq
and otherwise Θ(R) is given implicitly by F (Θ(R), R) = 0. Moreover,
Θ(R) is continuous and it satisfies Θ(0) < B − 1 and Θ0 (R) < 0 for
0 < R < R.
Lemma 3 provides an upper bound to the optimal reward. In particular, if the expression in brackets in the statement of the lemma is not
positive, the optimal reward for the higher rank politician is zero.
To understand lemma 3, note that every politician adopts the good
policy in period 1 if a politician with warm-glow feelings equal to zero
gains more from adopting the good rather than the bad policy, when
every other politician adopts the good policy with probability 1. For such
politician, the first period loss of relinquishing the bribe is (1 − δ)(B − 1),
while the second period gain of adopting good policies is equal to the
importance of the second period (δ) times the probability of obtaining a
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good rather than a bad signal (q), times the increase in the probability of
winning (1/n − 0), times the payoff in case of winning (R + λB + 1 − λ)
minus the payoff in case of losing (1 − λ(B − 1)). The bound R is obtained
by equating first period losses and second period gains.
Equipped with lemma 3, we can characterize the optimal reward. The
optimal reward for politicians has a simple bang-bang structure: it is equal
to 0 if voters care more about selecting a higher rank politician, and it is
equal to R > 0 if voters care more about providing incentives for lower
rank politicians. We have:
Theorem 2. R∗ ∈ {0, R}, with R∗ = R > 0 if and only if δ < δ, where
δ ∈ (0, 1) is the unique solution to
1 − (λqΘ(0))n−1
1−δ
= λq
(2 − B).
1 − λqΘ(0)
δ

(5)

To provide an intuition, recall that if politicians adopt the cutoff θ in
the first period, then the probability of promoting a politician that will
not accept a bribe in period 2 is equal to
(1 − (λqθ)n )

2−B
,
1 − λqθ

that is the probability that there is at least one good signal multiplied by
the probability that a politician generating a good signal has a type above
B−1. The reason for the bang-bang structure of optimal rewards is simply
that the expression above is increasing and convex in the cutoff used by
politicians. If it pays for voters to marginally increase that cutoff by
reducing rewards, thereby improving selection, it pays to reduce rewards
to zero.
Equation 5 can be rewritten as


2−B
n
(1 − δ)Θ(0) = δ (1 − (λqΘ(0)) )
− (2 − B) .
1 − λqΘ(0)
It characterizes the value of δ such that voters are indifferent between
setting rewards high enough to drive the equilibrium cutoff to zero, or
eliminating them completely, which would lead to a reduction of Θ(0) in
the probability of rejecting bribes in period 1, and to an increase in
(1 − (λqΘ(0))n )

2−B
− (2 − B)
1 − λqΘ(0)

in the probability of rejecting bribes in period 2, due to better selection.
Showing that equation 5 has a unique solution is nontrivial because
Θ(0) is itself dependent (decreasing) on δ. As depicted in figure 7, and
shown in the proof of the theorem, there is a unique solution to equation 5
because the equation characterizing the region in which positive rewards
are optimal (the dashed line),
1 − (λqθ)n−1
1−δ
= λq
(2 − B),
δ
1 − λqθ

(6)

crosses exactly once the equation characterizing Θ(0) as a function of δ
(the continuous line), obtained from F (Θ(0), 0) = 0.
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Figure 7: Critical values of δ

Figure 8: Voters’ welfare as a function of cutoff for δ near δ
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Figure 9: Optimal reward and cutoff as a function of δ
Figure 8 illustrates voters’ welfare as a function of the equilibrium
cutoff θ, varying δ around the critical value δ ≈ 0.6074. As in drawing
figure 7, we set n = 5, q = 0.9, λ = 0.9, and B = 1.3. The lower bound for
θ is 0, induced by R = R, and the upper bound is Θ(0), induced by R = 0.
Voters’ welfare is decreasing in the equilibrium cutoff for low values of δ,
increasing for high values of δ, and U-shaped near δ. At δ = δ, voters
are indifferent between θ = 0 (good policies adopted with probability one
in the first period) and θ = Θ(0) (maximizing the probability of good
policies in the second period).
In figure 9, we show the optimal reward to the higher rank politician
as δ goes from zero to one. Below δ, voters focus on providing incentives
for the lower rank politicians to provide good policies. For very low values
of δ, the reward to the higher rank politician must be set very high, since
lower rank politicians do not care much about the next period. As δ
increases, the necessary reward to keep lower rank politicians adopting
good policies declines, but so does the interest of voters in keeping lower
rank politicians adopting good policies. At the critical value δ = δ, it
is no longer convenient for voters to keep lower rank politicians in good
behavior, and the optimal reward jumps discontinuously down to zero.
Consistent with figure 8, the optimal cutoff is equal to zero below δ, and
it jumps up to Θ(0) > 0 at the critical value. The value of Θ(0) declines
with δ, and it is equal to zero for δ ≥ δ̃ given by (1 − δ̃)/δ̃ = 2λq/n.
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Paths to reform

If rewards are set optimally, we can rule out perverse effects of increased
political competition on the welfare of voters, like the example by the end
of section 5. We have:
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Corollary 4. If 1 − 1/n2 ≥ λq(B − 1) in the initial situation, and the
rewards to politicians are set optimally, then an increase in the number of
lower rank officers strictly increases the welfare of voters, and it increases
strictly the welfare of voters if in addition in the initial situation R∗ = 0
and Θ(0) > 0.
Corollary 4 follows straightforwardly from previous results. From
corollary 3, Θ(0) increases with n, so that the range of cutoffs that can be
attained by setting different rewards increases with the number of lower
rank politicians. Using the probabilities in equation 3, expected welfare of
voters remains constant or increases with n if the cutoff is kept constant
by adjusting rewards accordingly. As a consequence, the expected welfare
of voters cannot decrease if rewards are readjusted optimally.
In particular, if R∗ = 0 and Θ(0) > 0 in the initial situation, we have
that the cutoff is positive, so that using the probabilities in equation 3,
expected welfare of voters strictly increases with n if the cutoff is kept
constant. Using the example in figure 9, the welfare of voters strictly
increases with the number of lower rank politicians if n = 5 in the initial
situation and δ is between the critical values near 0.61 and 0.75.
If, instead, we have R∗ = R > 0 so that Θ(R∗ ) = 0 in the initial
situation, an increase in the number of lower rank politicians either leads
to an increase in the reward paid to politicians so as to keep the induced
equilibrium cutoff at zero, or improves enough the outcome when the
cutoff is positive that (rather counterintuitively) it leads to a reduction in
the rewards to politicians to zero, and a reduction in bribery in the second
period. In the first scenario, there is no effect in the expected welfare of
voters, but in the second scenario there is actually an improvement. In
the example in figure 9, the expected welfare of voters improves if δ is
close enough to the critical value near 0.61 from below, and the number
of lower rank politicians increases from 5 to 6. For instance, if δ is 0.6, the
initial welfare of voters goes from near 0.835 when n = 5, corresponding
to a cutoff of zero and to positive rewards, to near 0.836 when n = 6,
corresponding to a cutoff near 0.15 and zero rewards.
Similar positive results cannot be obtained for the quality of public
information. In particular, if R∗ = 0 and Θ(0) > 0 in the initial situation,
an increase in the quality of public information reduces Θ(0), reducing
bribery in the present but potentially increasing it in the future, in a
situation in which voters care more about the latter at the margin. A
countervailing effect is that although the mix of politicians who adopt
good policies (and hence are more likely to be promoted) worsens, better
information allows to screen out better those politicians who choose bad
policies. Using the example in figure 9, suppose that initially n = 5,
δ = 0.7, q = 0.9, λ = 0.9, and B = 1.3. Increasing the quality of public
information to near 1 reduces voters’ expected welfare slightly from 0.8173
to 0.8157.
The mechanism at work in the previous paragraph illustrates what
goes wrong with accountability when bribery of the highest rank politician becomes likely: even if rewards after promotion are driven down
to zero, “bad” politicians are perversely motivated for promotion by the
expectation of future bribes.
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The underlying problem for voters is that, although lower rank politicians are subject to the discipline of accountability through the expectation of promotion, the higher rank politician is unaccountable except to
their own feelings of accomplishment—unless of course there is some anticipated probability of ending up in jail. This suggest a path to reform: if
responsibilities between the levels of government can be reallocated (that
is, if it is possible to manipulate δ), then as much responsibility as possible should be delegated to the lower rank, increasing the licit reward of
promotion (the perks and symbolism) but reducing the responsibility of
higher office. The aftermath of the Odebrecht S.A. scandal, including judicial processes in several Latin American countries, suggests a different
path to reform: increase accountability at the top level through vigorous judicial prosecution of bribe-taking by former heads of state, cabinet
members, etc. In terms of the model, such path, if sustainable, also calls
to increase the licit reward of promotion to keep good behavior at the
lower rank.

8

Final remarks

In this paper we focus on the implications of corruption of top officials for
accountability and political careers. We show that high bribes may have
apparently paradoxical consequences, in particular a greater frequency of
bribery at higher than at lower ranks of political office. We also show
that optimal political career incentives should focus on either providing
incentives to lower ranks or on improving selection at higher ranks, as it
is inefficient to try to do both.
An important parameter of our model, that we have taken as exogenous, is the distribution of the sense of duty among politicians, that is
the type distribution underlying the equilibrium construction. Persistent
changes in career incentives occasioned by widespread bribery or by social
responses to it are bound to have an effect on the previous selection of
politicians; this is a topic amenable to further theoretical and empirical
research. A related topic that is amenable for treatment by an extension
of the current model is that of the impact of bribery into entry by “outsiders.” In the context of our model, outsiders could be introduced as
candidates who did not hold lower rank office but who may be successful
depending on the signals generated by their counterparts in lower rank
political positions.
Corruption, of course, is a multifaceted phenomenon, and any one particular angle can only provide a partial view. For instance, our research
indicates that increasing accountability at the top rung of the political
ladder through the use of the judiciary alleviates the distortions on political careers occasioned by bribery. From a broader perspective, however,
the behavior of the judiciary is hardly exogenous; judges can themselves
be influenced by bribes or used for political purposes. The Odebrecht
S.A. scandal itself may be an “out-of-equilibrium” event, warning potentially corrupt politicians and firms of the dangers of overreach. We hope
our analysis of the relation between careers and corruption contributes to
understanding the overall picture of corruption in politics.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Proof of lemma 1

To characterize the behavior of politicians, we proceed backwards, starting
from the decision in the second period of the politician who gets promoted.
The second-period strategy σi2 ,

0 if θi < B − 1 and b2 = 1
σi2 =
(7)
1 if θi ≥ B − 1 or b2 = 0
for all i = 1, . . . , n follows directly from the payoffs specified in the model.
Using equation 7, the interim (that is, before knowing the second period bribe) expected second period payoff of a politician that is promoted
is δ(R + V 2 (θi )), where

(1 − λ)(1 + θi ) + λB if θi ≤ B − 1
V 2 (θi ) =
.
1 + θi
if θi ≥ B − 1
An implication of equation 7 is that for every signal profile, voters
should promote with positive probability only the politicians whom voters
believe have the highest probability of having a type above B − 1. That
is,
νi (s11 , . . . , sn1 ) > 0 only if βi (si )[B − 1] ≤ min βj (sj )[B − 1].
j

(8)

For any given politician i, consider any profile of signals for the other
politicians, s−i = (sj )j6=i , and let π−i (s−i ) be the probability of such
signal profile as induced by the strategies of the other politicians. Note
that for any such profile that has positive probability, the beliefs of voters
about each politician j 6= i are pinned down by prior beliefs and the
strategy of j, using Bayes law. Using other politicians’ behavior and
voters’ behavior as described by equations 7 and 8, the expected second
period payoff for politician i, conditional on signal i, can be written as
δVi (si , θi ) = δ

X

h
π−i (s−i ) vi (si , s−i )(R + V 2 (θi ))

s−i

i
+ (1 − vi (si , s−i ))(1 − λ min βj (sj )[B − 1]) .
j6=i

Taking into account the probabilities of signals si = 1 and si = 0
conditional on policy decisions of i, the expected payoff of adopting the
policy xi1 = 1 can be written as
(1 − δ)(1 + θi ) + δVi (1, θi ),
while the payoff of adopting the policy xi1 = 0 can be written as
(1 − δ)Bbi1 + δqVi (0, θi ) + δ(1 − q)Vi (1, θi ).
The net gain of adopting policy 1 (and rejecting the bribe) for a politician
of type θi and bribe opportunity bi1 can then be written as
Ui (θi , bi1 ) = (1 − δ) (1 + θi − Bbi1 ) + δq(Vi (1, θi ) − Vi (0, θi )).
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(9)

We claim that Vi (1, θi ) − Vi (0, θi ) is nonnegative and increasing in θi .
To see this, using equation 8 we get
Vi (1, θi ) − Vi (0, θi ) =
X

π−i (s−i )(νi (1, s−i ) − νi (0, s−i ))

s−i ∈S−i

× (R + V 2 (θi ) − 1 + λ min βj (sj )[B − 1])
j6=i

(10)

where
Si ≡ {s−i : βi (0)[B − 1] ≤ min βj (sj )[B − 1] ≤ βi (1)[B − 1]}.
j6=i

Since νi (1, s−i ) ≥ νi (0, s−i ), and V 2 (θi ) is larger than one and strictly increasing in θi , the claim follows. Using the claim and equation 9, Ui (θi , bi1 )
is strictly increasing in θi . Since
Ui (0, 0) ≥ 0

and

Ui (B − 1, 1) ≥ 0,

it follows that if bi1 = 0, politician i adopt the policy 1, and there is some
θi ≤ B − 1 such that if bi1 = 1, politician i adopt the policy 1 if and only
if θi ≥ θi , as required by the definition of cutoff strategies.

A.2

Proof of lemma 2

We proceed in two steps.

A.2.1 In a neutral signaling equilibrium, politicians play
the same cutoff strategy.
From lemma 1, politicians play cutoff strategies with cutoffs θi below
B − 1. Thus, in equilibrium, using Bayes law and consistency, if θi > 0,
βi (1)[B − 1] = 1 −

2−B
1 − λqθi

and

βi (0)[B − 1] = 1,

and if θi = 0,11
βi (1)[B − 1] = B − 1

and

B − 1 < βi (0)[B − 1] ≤ 1.

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that two politicians i and j choose
cutoff strategies with cutoffs 0 ≤ θi < θj ≤ B − 1. Without loss of generality, suppose θi = mink θk and θj = maxk θk . Note that, by definition,
Ui (θi , 1) ≥ 0, with equality if θi > 0, and Uj (θj , 1) = 0. Hence, since
Uj (θj , 1) is strictly increasing in θ, it follows that Uj (θi , 1) < 0.
We claim that for all θ ∈ [0, 1],
Vj (1, θ) − Vj (0, θ) ≥ Vi (1, θ) − Vi (0, θ).
11 The extra degree of freedom for β (0)[B − 1] when θ = 0 is a consequence of out-ofi
i
equilibrium beliefs; the lower bound is due to constraint (iv).
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To see this, consider any signal profile s−i for politicians other than i
such that νi (1, s−i ) > 0. For any such profile we must have sk = 0 for all
k 6= i, since
βk (1)[B − 1] < βi (1)[B − 1].
Note that π−i (0, . . . , 0) = (λq)n−1 Πk6=i θk . But then for the signal profiles s−j = (si , (sk )k6=i,j ) = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and s0−j = (0, 0, . . . , 0) we have
νj (1, s−j ) = νj (1, s0−j ) = 1. Moreover,
π−j (s−j ) + π−j (s0−j ) = (λq)n−2 Πk6=i,j θk ≥ π−i (s−i ).
Note that for s−i = (0, . . . , 0) we have mink6=i βk (sk )[B − 1] = 1, while for
s−j = (si , 0, . . . , 0) we have mink6=j βk (sk )[B − 1] = 1 for si = 1 and for
si = 0 if θi > 0 (that is for every signal for i that has positive probability).
That is, politician j’s expected payoff after a signal of 1 is greater than
or equal to the politician i’s after a signal of 1.
Similarly, consider any signal profile s−j such that νj (0, s−j ) > 0. For
any such profile we must have sk = 0 for all k 6= j, since
βk (1)[B − 1] < βj (0)[B − 1] = 1.
Note that π−j (0, . . . , 0) = (λq)n−1 Πk6=j θk . But then for the signal profile
s−i = (0, . . . , 0) we have that neutrality implies νi (0, s−i ) ≥ νj (0, s−j )
(with strict equality if θi > 0). Moreover, π−i (s−i ) = (λq)n−1 Πk6=i θk ≥
π−j (s−j ). That is, politician i’s expected payoff after a signal of 0 is
greater than or equal to the politician j’s after a signal of 0.
The claim follows by inspection of equation 10. From the claim, using
equation 9, we get Uj (θi , 1) ≥ Ui (θi , 1) ≥ 0, which contradicts Uj (θi , 1) <
0.

A.2.2 In a neutral signaling equilibrium, voters play the
monotonic strategy.
From the precious step, all politicians use the same cutoff 0 ≤ θ ≤ B − 1.
If θ > 0, then
βi (1)[B − 1] = βj (1)[B − 1] < βi (0)[B − 1] = βj (0)[B − 1] = 1
for all i, j.
If politicians use the cutoff θ = 0, we get from Bayes law
βi (1)[B − 1] = βj (1)[B − 1] = B − 1
for all i, j, and from equilibrium condition (iv) we get
βi (0)[B − 1] > B − 1
for all i. Note that in the public signal vector (0, . . . , 0), every signal
has zero probability given the strategy of politicians. From neutrality of
equilibrium,
βi (0)[B − 1] = βj (0)[B − 1] for all i, j.
The monotonic strategy follows from neutrality in either case.12
12 If

we did not impose any condition on “extreme” out-of-equilibrium beliefs, we would
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A.3

Proof of theorem 1

We proceed en several steps. We first show that the net gain of adopting
policy 1 and rejecting a bribe for a politician of type θ when every other
politician adopts a symmetric cutoff θ and voters play the monotonic
strategy is equal to U (θ, θ) as defined in the main text. Next we use U
ti characterize best-response behavior by politicians. We then show that
a (signaling neutral) equilibrium cutoff for politicians θ is equal to 0 if
U (0, 0) ≥ 0 and otherwise solves the equation U (θ, θ) = 0. We finally
show that such cutoff exists and is unique.

A.3.1

Derivation of U (θ, θ).

Consider politician i and suppose every other politician adopts the cutoff
θ ∈ [0, B − 1], and voters play the monotonic strategy. We construct the
net gain of adopting policy 1 as in equation 10.
Consider any profile s−i such that ω ∈ {1, . . . , n − 2} politicians other
than i obtain a signal of 0 and the remainder obtain a signal of 1. For
every such profile, we have νi (1, s−i ) = 1/(n − ω) and νi (0, s−i ) = 0. The
ω
n−1−ω
probability of any such profile is π−i (s−i ) = λqθ
1 − λqθ
, and

there are n−1
such
profiles.
Using
Bayes
law,
for
any
such
profile
ω
min βj (sj )[B − 1] = βj (1)[B − 1] = 1 −
j6=i

2−B
.
1 − λqθ

We can derive the net gain of winning rather than losing the election for
any such profile as in equation 10 to be



2−B
δ R + V 2 (θ) − 1 + λ 1 −
,
1 − λqθ
which, using θ ≤ B − 1, simplifies to



2−B
δ R + (1 − λ)θ + λ B −
.
1 − λqθ
Similarly, consider the profile s−i = (1, . . . , 1). The probabilities of
promotion are νi (1, s−i ) = 1/n and νi (0, s−i ) = 0, and the probability of
the profile is (1 − θλq)n−1 , which is equal to 1 when θ = 0. The net gain
of winning rather than losing the election is the same as in the previous
paragraph.
Finally consider the profile s−i = (0, . . . , 0). The probabilities of promotion are νi (1, s−i ) = 1 and νi (0, s−i ) = 1/n, and the probability of the
profile is (λqθ)n−1 . Using Bayes law, for such profile
min βj (sj )[B − 1] = βj (0)[B − 1] = 1.
j6=i

need to relax the definition of monotonic strategy when the signal profile is (0, . . . , 0) and
such profile requires every politician to deviate from equilibrium play. (This relaxation of
monotonicity does not affect equilibrium construction, since the signal profile (0, . . . , 0) only
occurs after joint deviations.)
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We can derive the net gain of winning rather than losing the election for
such profile as
δ [R + (1 − λ)θ + λB] .
Putting the three cases together as in equation 10, we obtain
U (θ, θ)

=

(1 − δ) (−B + 1 + θ)
!
n−2
X n−1
ω
n−1−ω
+δq
λqθ
1 − λqθ
ω
ω=0


λ(2 − B)
1
×
R + (1 − λ)θ + λB −
n−ω
1 − λqθ
n−1
n−1
+δq(λqθ)
×
[R + (1 − λ)θ + λB]
n

if θ ∈ (0, B − 1], and
U (θ, 0) = (1 − δ) (−B + 1 + θ) + δq

1
[R + (1 − λ)θ + 2λ(B − 1)] .
n

Note that
n−2
X
ω=0

!
ω
n−1−ω 1
n−1
n−1
λqθ
+ (λqθ)n−1 ×
1 − λqθ
ω
n−ω
n
!
n−1
X n−1
ω
n−1−ω 1
1
=
λqθ
1 − λqθ
− (λqθ)n−1
ω
n
−
ω
n
ω=0
!
n−1
X n
ω
n−ω
1
1
=
λqθ
1 − λqθ
− (λqθ)n−1
n
n(1 − λqθ) ω=0 ω
=

1 − (λqθ)n
1 − (λqθ)n−1
1
− (λqθ)n−1 =
.
n
n(1 − λqθ)
n(1 − λqθ)

Thus,
U (θ, θ)

=

(1 − δ) (−B + 1 + θ)


1 − (λqθ)n−1
n−1
+δq
− (λqθ)n−1
n
n(1 − λqθ)


λ(2 − B)
× R + (1 − λ)θ + λB −
1 − λqθ
n
−
1
+δq(λqθ)n−1 ×
[R + (1 − λ)θ + λB] .
n

Equation 1 in the text follows.

A.3.2

Best response behavior.

Since U (θ, θ) is strictly increasing in θ, and U (B − 1, θ) > 0, it follows
that a cutoff strategy θi is a best response for politician i to every other
politician using the cutoff strategy θ if either θi = 0 and U (0, θ) ≥ 0 or
0 < θi < B − 1 and U (θi , θ) = 0. Note that for every cutoff strategy
θ ∈ [0, B − 1] played by other politicians, there is a unique best response
cutoff strategy θi for politician i.
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A.3.3

Necessary and sufficient condition for equilibrium.

From lemma 2, we know that a (neutral signaling) equilibrium is necessarily symmetric. Hence every politician plays a best response to other
politicians if and only if each adopts a policy θ̂ such that either θ̂ = 0 and
U (0, 0) = G(0) ≥ 0 or 0 < θ̂ < B − 1 and U (θ̂, θ̂) = G(θ̂) = 0. Equation 2
in the main text summarizes this condition.

A.3.4

Equilibrium existence and uniqueness.

Since G is continuous and G(B − 1) > 0, it follows there is a solution
θ∗ to the equilibrium condition given by equation 2. To show that the
equilibrium is unique, we claim that G(θ) = 0 with θ ∈ (0, B − 1) implies
G0 (θ) > 0 so that there is at most one zero-crossing of G. To see this,
from equation 1,
G(θ)

=

−(1 − δ) (B − 1 − θ)


1 − (λqθ)n−1
+δq
× [R + (1 − λ)θ + λ(B − 1)]
n(1 − λqθ)


λ(B − 1 − λqθ)
1 − (λqθ)n−1
+δq
×
n(1 − λqθ)
1 − λqθ


n − 1 λ(2 − B)
n−1
+δq(λqθ)
×
,
n
1 − λqθ

or, after some algebra,
G(θ)

=




1 − (λqθ)n−1
− (B − 1 − θ) 1 − δ − δqλ
n(1 − λqθ)2


n−1
1 − (λqθ)
+δq
× (R + (1 − λ)θ + λ(B − 1))
n(1 − λqθ)


1 − (λqθ)n−1
λθ(1 − λq)
+δq
×
n(1 − λqθ)
1 − λqθ


λ(2
− B)
n
−
1
.
(11)
+δq(λqθ)n−1 ×
n
1 − λqθ

Note that G(θ) is strictly increasing if the expression in brackets is strictly
positive. In particular, taking derivatives, we can show that
1 − (λqθ)n−1
n(1 − λqθ)2

and

1 − (λqθ)n−1
n(1 − λqθ)

are increasing in θ for θ < B − 1 < 1.
If G(θ̂) = 0 for some θ̂ ∈ [0, B − 1),
"
!#


1 − (λq θ̂)n−1
B − 1 − θ̂ 1 − δ − δqλ
=
n(1 − λq θ̂)2
!
!
λθ̂(1 − λq)
1 − (λq θ̂)n−1
× R + (1 − λ)θ̂ + λ(B − 1) +
δq
n(1 − λq θ̂)
1 − λq θ̂


n − 1 λ(2 − B)
+ δq(λq θ̂)n−1 ×
.
n
1 − λq θ̂
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The right-hand side of the equation above is strictly positive. Hence,
the left-hand side must be strictly positive. This, in turn, implies that
the term in brackets is strictly positive, implying that G(θ) is strictly
increasing around θ = θ̂.

A.4

Proof of corollary 1

Using equation 11, we can readily see that increases in R or δ increase G
for every value of θ such that the term in brackets is positive. It follows
that if θ∗ > 0 in the initial situation, then an increase in R or δ lead to
a reduction in θ∗ . Using the equilibrium probabilities in equation 3 we
obtain the desired result.
With respect to q, we can use equation 11 to show that increases in q
increase G for every value of θ. In particular, taking derivatives, we can
show that


1 − (λqθ)n−1
1 − (λqθ)n−1
1 − (λqθ)n−1 λθ(1 − λq)
,
,
and
q
n(1 − λqθ)2
n(1 − λqθ)
n(1 − λqθ)
1 − λqθ
are increasing in q. It follows that if θ∗ > 0 in the initial situation, then an
increase in q leads to a reduction in θ∗ . Using the probability in expression
3, we obtain that bribery in the first period is reduced after an increase
in q.

A.5

Proof of corollary 2

The first part of the corollary follows from the probability of bribery in
the second period in equation 3.
For the second part of the corollary, using equation 11, we have that
θ∗ = 0 if either
1 − δ − 2δqλ/n ≤ 0
or if
δqR/n
.
1 − δ − 2δqλ/n > 0 and B − 1 ≤
1 − δ − 2δqλ/n
Thus, for B − 1 close enough to zero, the probability of bribery in the first
period is zero, while in the second period it is B − 1.
Similarly, for B − 1 = 1, we have that θ∗ is positive if
1 − δ − 2δqλ/n > 0
in that case, θ∗ solves
"


1 − θ̂ 1 − δ − δqλ

δq

and 1 >

1 − (λq θ̂)n−1
n(1 − λq θ̂)2
!

1 − (λq θ̂)n−1
n(1 − λq θ̂)

×

δqR/n
;
1 − δ − 2δqλ/n

!#
=

R + (1 − λ)θ̂ + λ +

λθ̂(1 − λq)
1 − λq θ̂

!
.

This implies that θ∗ < 1, so that bribery in period 1 is strictly below 1 in
period 1, but it is equal to 1 in period 2.
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A.6

Proof of corollary 3

Note that

1 − (λqθ)n−1
n(1 − λqθ)

is decreasing in n. Similarly,
(λqθ)n−1 ×

n−1
n

is strictly decreasing in n if and only if 1 − 1/n2 > λqθ. Recall that in
equilibrium θ∗ < B − 1. Using these observations and equation 11, we
have that θ∗ must be strictly increasing in n under the conditions in the
statement of the corollary. This directly implies that expected bribery in
the first period increases with n under the conditions in the statement of
the corollary.
With respect to expected bribery in the second period, note that
1 − (λqθ∗ )n
1 − λqθ∗
in the expression in 3 is strictly increasing in n and in θ∗ . Using the
result in the previous paragraph, it follows that expected bribery in the
second period increases with n under the conditions in the statement of
the corollary.

A.7

Proof of lemma 3

Equation 4 can be obtained from equation 1. Note that F is strictly
increasing in R. Following the steps of the proof of theorem 1 (section
A.3.4), F is strictly increasing in θ if F (θ, R) ≥ 0. Moreover, from theorem
1, θ̂ is an equilibrium cutoff if it solves
F (θ̂, R) ≥ 0 with equality if θ̂ > 0.
Manipulating F , we get that the equilibrium cutoff is equal to zero if and
only if R ≥ R. For smaller values of R, then, the equilibrium cutoff is
strictly decreasing in R and satisfies F (θ̂, R) = 0. The maximum value
of the equilibrium cutoff is obtained by setting R = 0; it is smaller than
B − 1 since F (B − 1, 0) > 0. Using the implicit function theorem, since
F is continuously differentiable, then Θ(R) satisfying Θ(R) = θ̂ such that
F (θ̂, R) = 0 is a continuously differentiable function for 0 < R < R. Since
Θ(R) is strictly decreasing, it follows that Θ0 (R) < 0 for 0 < R < R.
Since Θ(R) is continuously differentiable on (0, R), it is continuous on
[0, R].

A.8

Proof of theorem 2

We proceed in two steps. We first characterize the optimal reward R∗ ,
and then show that there is a critical value δ of the importance of higher
office such that R∗ > 0 if and only if δ < δ.
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A.8.1

Characterization of optimal reward R∗

From lemma 3, by choosing R ∈ [0, R], it is possible to induce an equilibrium cutoff equal to any value in the interval [0, Θ(0)], where
Θ(0) > 0

if and only if

(1 − δ)/δ > 2λq/n.

In particular, let Θ̃ : [0, R] → [0, Θ(0)] be given by Θ̃ = Θ on the restricted
domain, so that the function Θ̃ admits an inverse.Then we can write the
voters’ welfare problem as setting R∗ = Θ̃−1 (θo ), where θo solves
θo = sup arg

max

W̃ (θ).

θ∈[0,Θ(0)]

Note that
W̃ 0 (θ) = −(1 − δ) + δλq(2 − B)
where the term in brackets is
n = 2 and strictly increasing
strictly convex, so that

0
θo =
Θ(0)




1 − n(λqθ)n−1 + (n − 1)(λqθ)n
,
(1 − λqθ)2

equal to one if θ = 0, and it is constant for
for n ≥ 3. Hence, W̃ (θ) is either linear or

if W̃ (0) > W̃ (Θ(0))
.
if W̃ (0) ≤ W̃ (Θ(0))

Since R = R is the minimal value of R inducing the cutoff θ = 0, and
R = 0 induces the cutoff Θ(0),

R if W̃ (0) > W̃ (Θ(0))
∗
.
R =
0 if W̃ (0) ≤ W̃ (Θ(0))
Using
W̃ (0) = 1 − δλ + δλ(2 − B)
and
W̃ (Θ(0)) = 1 − (1 − δ)λΘ(0) − δλ + δλ(1 − (λqΘ(0))n

2−B
,
1 − λqΘ(0)

we get
W̃ (0) > W̃ (Θ(0))
if and only the inequality
1−δ
2−B
> λq(1 − (λqθ)n−1
.
δ
1 − λqθ
is satisfied for θ = Θ(0).
We represent this inequality by the area above the dashed line in figure
7, where the dashed line is given by equation 6 in the main text. Note
that the right-hand side of equation 6 takes the value λq(2 − B) for θ = 0
and it is bounded above for θ = B − 1. (We calculated figure 7 using the
parameters of the example in section 6 for illustration purposes.)
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A.8.2

Existence of a critical value δ

It remains to be shown that equation 5 has a unique solution δ, so that
W̃ (0) > W̃ (Θ(0) if and only if δ < δ. To see this, using equation 4, we
have that Θ(0) = 0 if (1 − δ)/δ ≤ 2λq/n, and otherwise it satisfies the
equation

q/n
1 − (λqθ)n−1
1−δ
=
((1 − λ)θ + λB)
δ
B−1−θ
1 − λqθ



1 − (λqθ)n−1
λ(2 − B)
−
− (n − 1)(λqθ)n−1
.
1 − λqθ
1 − λqθ

(12)

We represent this equation by the continuous line in figure 7. Note that the
right-hand side takes the value 2λq/n for θ = 0 and grows unboundedly as
θ approaches B − 1. Note also that 2λq/n < λq(2 − B), so that equations
6 and 12 must cross at least once. We claim that equations 6 and 12
cross exactly once, so that there is some critical value δ with the desired
property.
To prove the claim, note that if equations 6 and 12 cross at some θ,
then θ must satisfy
λq

1 − (λqθ)n−1
(2 − B)(B − 1 − θ) =
1 − λqθ

1 − (λqθ)n−1
(q/n)
((1 − λ)θ + λB)
1 − λqθ



1 − (λqθ)n−1
λ(2 − B)
−
− (n − 1)(λqθ)n−1
.
1 − λqθ
1 − λqθ

After some simplification, this is equivalent to

2−B
1
(1 − λ)θ + λB − λ
(B − 1 − θ)(2 − B) =
nλ
1 − λqθ
+


(n − 1)(λqθ)n−1 λ(2 − B)
.
1 − (λqθ)n−1

Re-arranging,
(B − 1 − θ)(2 − B) =


1
B − 1 − λqθ
(1 − λ)θ + λ(B − 1) + λ
nλ
1 − λqθ
+


(n − 1)(λqθ)n−1 λ(2 − B)
.
1 − (λqθ)n−1

Or equivalently,


1/n
(B − 1 − θ) 2 − B −
1 − λqθ

λθ(1 − q)
1
=
(1 − λ)θ + λ(B − 1) +
nλ
1 − λqθ

(n − 1)(λqθ)n−1 λ(2 − B)
+
.
1 − (λqθ)n−1
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The right-hand side is positive for any θ ∈ [0, B − 1]; hence, the term
in square brackets in the left-hand side must be positive. Note that the
expression in the left-hand side is strictly decreasing in θ, while the expression in the right-hand side is strictly increasing in θ. Hence, there is
at most one solution to the equation above.

A.9

Proof of corollary 4

(In the main text.)
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